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The study aims at recognition on motive of mental production in 
Environmental science in Arabic Language from 3002 to 3002 by 
scientific researches represented  by ( internal Researches , 
university Dissertation,including high Diploma – M.A , PhD , 
periodicalResearchesScientificconferences,Symposiums Researches 
, Technical Pamphlets , Seminars , Reports , identify on matters more 
production and the reasons of that , Indicating the Sub and main 
objective trends of Ecology and it related with another Sciences , The 
study used documental – Survey Concept to analyses the information 
for Society consist of ( 217 ) research in Ecology are distributed into ( 
11 ) main Subject ( 69 ) Sub Subject , The Study indicated the 
following results :- 

1- The production of researches become its higher levels in 3002 
from ( 322 ) research and percent (2387.23) among Total thing for 
researches , but for every years , in 3002 in 30 Research and with 
Percent ( 382623 ) of Total of research . 

3- It was indicated through the objective analyzing , that Ecology has 
relation with another Sciences , including Social Sciences whereas   
Occupied the first rank of number of researches in fact 32. 
researches with percent((2283.23)) from the Total of Mental 
production . But 
the second rank it was the share of practical science by 311 
research with percent ((3686203)) , but the minimum of researches 
it was from physical science by .. researches with percent  
((13890.3)) . 

2- Through objective analyzing , it was indicated that Ministry of 
Environment and subordinate to it verified maximum of researches 
it was percent ((39...03)) in by 162 researches and has taken  ( 
occupied ) first rank , by the department of publishing for achieved 
researches , but the less departments to make research it were 
One research was percent ((181263)) with Engineering , 
Commission of Technical Education ….. etc. 



1- And upon to what the study acted , There searcher has illustrated 
many recommendation  as follows , 

1. Focusing to compose rules and Iraqi Environmental in formation to 
account mental production in Environmental Science through 
Cooperation between Ministry of Environment, Ministry of Science 
and Technology, Ministry of higher Education and Scientific 
research. 

3. Calling for interesting to common composing to product the 
researches , whereas help that to exchange the opinion and 
experiences concerning in the researchers in Iraqi Universities at 
least ( The collages and departments of Environmental 
Engineering ), researching centers , and invite the Teachers and 
professors to the researching Centers to attend .The conferences 
pertain in Environment that  has been met inside and abroad Iraq 
andfollowingup updating publisher of researches and books during 
variety publishing media . 

2. Working to provide the sources, foreign and Arab references and 
companion tools or equipment to emerge psychological aspects of 
researches through the indexes, appendixes and bibliographies. 

 


